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About This Game

VESTIGE

A journey through memories.
A story of lost love.

A groundbreaking room-scale VR experience.

“Our memory is a more perfect world than the universe: it gives back life to those who no longer exist.” ― Guy de Maupassant

VESTIGE is a room-scale VR creative documentary that uses multi-narrative and volumetric live capture to take the viewer on a
journey into the mind of Lisa as she remembers her lost love, Erik. Within an empty void, fragments of past memories appear
of their life together. As we navigate the space to explore these moments, new memories are triggered revealing new pathways

through the story. Over time the memories become entangled with a haunting vision and eventually lead us to the shocking
moment of Erik’s death. Every viewing will reveal a different journey towards this moment, revealing the complex world of

memory and grief.

VESTIGE is a standing room-scale VR experience with spatial sound, headphones are recommended for complete immersion. The
way you navigate the space will change the story. No controllers are required.

A film by Aaron Bradbury
Based on a true story

Featuring audio interviews with Lisa Elin
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Music by STARKEY
Duration 13 minutes

French audio and subtitles available
French voice performance by Academy Award-winning actress Marion Cotillard

Cast, Helen Mutch and Patch Harvey
Produced by Paul Mowbray, Antoine Cayrol and Jill Basmajian

Presented by NSC Creative, Atlas V, Kaleidoscope, RYOT
Developer, NSC Creative

Distributor, Other Set
Supported by CNC

Powered by Depthkit, Unity, FMOD
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Title: VESTIGE
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
NSC Creative
Publisher:
Other Set, NSC Creative, Atlas V, Kaleidoscope, RYOT
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel i5-4590/AMD Ryzen 5 1500X or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 4 GB/AMD Radeon R9 290 or greater

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French
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The story a bit sad/sentimental , but the aesthetic was great. Thought it worked very well. Looks similar visually to another piece
called Terminal 3, is that look some kind of effect in depth kit or similar?. stunning.... don't know how to describe, but, really..
just get this
still having skin shivers, pure emotion.. Amazing experience.
Excellent use of visual and sound cues to take the out-most advantage of a VR environment.
Excellent storytelling, made me cry.
. Beautiful experience
Cried in the headset. 10\/10. I... I don't... Sad story. Moving, yes ... but sad. Not my cup of tea.

Also, this is a 360 movie, nothing else. No controllers even needed.

Nice graphics and music.. Such a sad story, it's really heart breaking. You can hear the emotions in the womans voice, you can
feel all the feelings. So sad man, so sad.
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